BIOLUX RESEARCH ANNOUNCES DESIGN AWARD
FOR THE OSSEOPULSE™ BONE REGENERATION
SYSTEM FOR IMPLANTOLOGY.

Accelerating RegenerationTM

VANCOUVER, B.C., CANADA – April 26, 2010 – Biolux Research Ltd. is pleased to announce that it has
received the prestigious red dot product design award for the OsseoPulse™ Bone Regeneration System, in
recognition of the innovative design of the medical product.
Since 1955, the Design Zentrum Nordrhein Westfalen has been marking outstanding international product
design with its famous red dot. Manufacturers and designers of a wide variety of industrial products enter their
work all year round in different product groups for the coveted red dot award. This year approximately 1,636
companies from 57 countries have taken part with a total of 4,252 entries submitted for review by an
internationally renowned expert jury. Design awards are given in 17 different product categories, including
medical equipment and machinery, resulting in publication in a yearbook and an online directory of winning
products. The OsseoPulse™ was awarded an honourable mention in the red dot award: product design 2010.
More information on the red dot organization, award process and winners can be found at www.red-dot.de.
“We are very pleased with receiving this prestigious design award, in recognition of the efforts invested in the
product design by our team, and the resulting innovation of the OsseoPulse™. To be listed amongst the
winners with such leaders in the medical device industries is very rewarding,” states Kevin Strange, President
and CEO of Biolux. “I would like to thank Dr. Peter Brawn, founder of Biolux, for his guiding vision for the
OssePulse™, the designers and engineers at StarFish Medical for their expertise in the conceptual, industrial,
and product design of the OsseoPulse™, and our clinical investigators for their key contributions in the
evaluation and evolution of this award-winning product.”
About Biolux Research
Biolux Research Ltd. is a world leader in the development of Light Accelerated Bone Regeneration systems for
dentistry. Biolux focuses on product development, clinical and basic research, and its proprietary, patentpending OsseoPulse™ Bone Regeneration System has been developed to enhance clinical outcomes in
implantology and oral surgery by accelerating implant integration and bone regeneration in a safe, effective and
non-invasive approach. www.bioluxresearch.com
About StarFish Medical
Starfish Medical is a leading specialist firm in contract medical device development and manufacturing with 45
staff headquartered in Victoria, BC, Canada. For over 10 years StarFish Medical has been combining high
technology solutions and human-centric design capabilities to create successful products. StarFish is ISO
13485 certified and serves clients all over North America. www.starfishmedical.com
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